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Abstract 

Sleep stage influence autonomic nervous system, this influence 

can be investigated by analysis of ECG signal. This paper 

presents system aimed to score sleep-wake stages using only the 

electrocardiogram (ECG) records. The feature extraction stage 

described in this paper was performed using methods of Heart 

Rate Variability analysis (HRV) and Detrended fluctuation 

analysis (DFA).  These features are based on QRS detection 

times. Therefore, this detection was generated automatically for 

all recordings using a new algorithm based on the detection of 

singularities through the local maxima in order to construct the 

RR series.  We illustrate the performance of this method using a 

neural network algorithm called Extreme Learning Machine 

(ELM). We make a comparative study of our algorithm using two 

classifiers back propagation neural network (BPNN) and support 

vector machine (SVM). The proposed method shows 

significantly better performance than back propagation neural 

network (BPNN), and almost same result than support vector 

machine (SVM), it achieves the classification accuracy of 

78.33%. 

 

Keywords: ECG, Heart rate variability, Detrended fluctuation 

analysis, sleep stages,   learning machine. 

 

1. Introduction 

Sleep is a natural part of every individual's life. This state 

that occurs every 24 hours occupies almost a third of our 

lives. It is composed of a succession of phases; this 

succession is very revealing of the quality of the sleep 

which allows to highlight certain pathologies. For example: 

apnea patients with respiratory arrest during the night, and 

narcoleptic patients who are to access daytime sleepiness 

[1]. Therefore, a good analysis of sleep was presented with 

a classification of the night stages. For this reason, a 

Polysomnography (PSG) was done; which is a reference 

test for quantifying and qualifying sleep disorders. PSG is 

presented by the recording of several physiological 

variables during the night's sleep, in order to classify the 

different phases of sleep. Indeed, these variables present 

different characteristics according to the stage of 

considered sleep [1]. Numerous searches exist to classify 

the stages of sleep to reduce the times of analysis, and to 

increase the reliability in the results of diagnosis. Most of 

these searches are based only on the electroencephalogram 

(EEG) [2, 3, 4]. On the other hand, they exist searches 

based on the electro-myogram (EMG) and the electro-

oculogram (EOG) [5]. During the PSG, other factors 

intervene to classify the various phases of sleep which are: 

respiratory effort, air flow entering through nose and 

mouth, the saturation of oxygen in hemoglobin, the electro-

cardiogram (ECG) and effort of the thoracic and 

abdominal muscles.   

ECG recording is one of the simple and efficient 

technologies in sleep disorders detection. It is governed by 

autonomous nervous system; this common source is the 

cause of correlations with breathing [6] and can be source 

of the correlation with the different sleep stages [7, 8, 9]. 

Various studies have confirmed that several new methods 

could possibly recognize sleep apnea and sleep stages from 

heart rate variability (HRV), since during sleep the HRV 

presents characteristic oscillations connected to sleep 

stages [10]. Along with this, some researchers in the 

literature have proposed many approaches for sleep stages 

scoring. Reference [11] proposed a cardio respiratory-

based sleep staging, where they used ECG, estimated 

respiratory frequency and respiratory effort signals. 

Reference [12] presents a comparison between HRV 

spectral analysis and detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) 

applied to sleep ECG. Many other works introduced a new 

method for change-point detection in time series called 

progressive detrended fluctuation analysis (PDFA). This 

method, inspired by the DFA, is used to detect changes in 

low range times [13]. Recently, [10] present a system that 

recognizes automatically Wake, REM and NREM during 

sleep time based only on heart rate fluctuations, and [13] 

propose a method for sleep–wake stages scoring and sleep 

efficiency estimation using only a single-lead ECG. This 

method is based on the extraction, according to three 

methods; the heart rate variability (HRV), the detrended 

fluctuation analysis (DFA) and windowed DFA (WDFA). 

The objective of this study is to assess the performance of 
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two feature extraction methods and three classifiers on 

sleep-wake stages scoring using ECG signal. The feature 

extraction was performed using the methods of Heart Rate 

Variability analysis (HRV), and detrended fluctuation 

analysis (DFA). These methods were tested on the 

MIT/BIH Polysomnographic Database (MITBPD) using 

three classifiers: Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), the 

back propagation neural network (BPNN), or support 

vector machine (SVM). 

 

2. Methods 

In this study, ECG epochs were classified; in one of two 

categories “Awake” and “Sleep”. The overall classification 

system is shown in Fig. 1. There are three main stages on 

this system; the preprocessing was applied on the ECG 

signal in order to build the RR series, the feature extraction 

is used by the Heart Rate Variability analysis (HRV) and 

Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) methods. Finally, we 

adopt a comparative study for Wake/Sleep classification 

using supervised machine learning techniques such as the: 

Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN), Extreme 

Learning Machine (ELM) and support vector machine 

(SVM).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the adopted algorithm 

 

2.1 Database 

The approach presented in this paper is tested using ECG 

registrations from the MIT-BIH polysomnographic 

(MITBP) database. This database is a collection of 

recordings of multiple physiologic signals during sleep 

with sampling rate 250Hz. The database contains over 80 

hours' worth of four-, six-, and seven-channel 

polysomnographic recordings, each with specifically an 

ECG signal annotated beat-by-beat.  The 16 patients (16 

males aged 32 to 56) in this database suffer from a 

condition known as sleep apnea in which they are 

repeatedly awoken during the night due to their breathing 

being interrupted [14]. The data files contain the header 

file, the QRS annotations file and the sleep stages file. The 

header file is a text file containing the information related 

to the record such as, the types of the signals, calibration 

constants, the length of recordings, and the anthropometric 

data of the subject. The QRS annotations give the time 

occurrence of each QRS complex, whereas sleep stages file 

contains the class label of each epoch, i.e., wake, REM 

sleep, stages 1, 2, 3 or 4 of the NREM sleep, epoch with 

MT (movement time) annotation was not included in this 

work. 

 

2.2 Preprocessing 

Extraction of characteristic parameters requires ECG 

segmentation, the entire ECG is divided in 30s long epochs. 

Indeed, the sleep annotations provided by the MIT/BIH 

Polysomnographic Database are given in that time length. 

Then, In our previous work [15] we developed a new 

algorithm for R wave's locations using the multiscale 

wavelet analysis that is based on Mallat's and Hwang's 

approach for singularity detection via local maxima of the 

wavelet coefficients signals. The principle of this algorithm 

can be depicted as in Fig. 2. 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 2.Algorithm of QRS complex detection  

Once the detection of the R wave was made, the heart rate 

variability is defined as the variation of the interval of time 

separating two waves R consecutive of the 

electrocardiogram (ECG). Fig. 3 shows the detection result 

using product of the wavelet coefficients, and the series 

RR determined after detection of the waves R.  
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Fig. 3 (a) Detection result using product of the wavelet coefficients, (b) 

RR interval  

2.3 Features extraction 

Sleep stage influences autonomic nervous system. This 

influence can be investigated using features based on the 

analysis of signal ECG more precisely based on the 

analysis of the RR interval. In this paper, 12 features are 

used for sleep stages scoring. This sleep stages are scored 

according to epoch times of 30 s length. Then, for every 

epoch time of 30-second length, the features are extracted 

using two methods; the Heart Rate Variability analysis and 

the detrended fluctuation analysis. 

2.3.1 Heart Rate Variability (HRV) 

The HRV is a method used to interpret the oscillation in 

the interval between consecutive heart beats and 

oscillations in consecutive instantaneous heart rates. Heart 

rate variability covers large number of methods but not all 

of them are suitable for analyzing short intervals of records 

in which we try to detect sleep stages. Two main domains, 

spectral and time-domain, are used in heart rate variability 

analysis. In our tests, seven spectral and three time-

domains HRV measures are used.  

Temporal Analysis of HRV  

The temporal analysis defines several measures of the 

heart rate variability by using statistical methods or 

geometrical methods. Generally, the geometrical methods 

require a large number of samples. That is why they are 

difficult to interpret for the detection of sleep stages [9]. 

Indeed, the sleep stages are scored according to epoch 

times of 30 s length. For this reason, only the following 

statistical indices were chosen for the detection of sleep 

phases [16]: 

 RRmean: Mean of RR interval length  RR  

 SDNN: The standard deviation of RR intervals. 

The SDNN reflects the overall variation within the 

RR interval series. This is defined as: 

 
21

11

N
SDNN RR RRj

jN
 


 

Where RR j  
denotes the value of 

'j th RR interval, and N is the total number of 

successive intervals. 

 RMSSD: The root mean square of successive 

differences. This measure shows the instantaneous 

variability seen as a reflection of the 

parasympathetic component [16]. 
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Spectral Analysis of HRV  

The spectral parameters are important parameters in the 

classification of sleep stages. Indeed, the HRV spectral 

represent the markers of the autonomous nervous system. 

Before the extraction of the frequency measures, a 

preprocessing was carried out on the RR interval based on 

the fact that the spectral analysis cannot be affected only 

on regularly sampled signals [17]. This preprocessing is 

presented by resampling the data at a frequency of 1 Hz 

using an interpolation method developed by Berger et al 

[18]. The resampling process was made to get regular RR 

series. Thus, the frequency measures were extracted from 

the power spectral density of the RR series by the 

Autoregressive Model (AR). The AR has fine properties to 

deal with non-stationary time series [10]. For this reason, 

the RR series is modeled by the autoregressive model (AR) 

which is presented as follows: 

   ( )
1

p
x ap i x n i e n

i
  


 

Where p is the filter order,  x n is the sample n  of RR  

intervals,   1...
ai i p

are the coefficients of the model, x  

denotes the prediction output.  e n is the prediction error, 

it presents the randomness of a white noise signal which 

has variance 
2 .  

  (2) 

       (3) 

        (a) 

        (b) 

(1) 

  (2) 

(3) 
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The estimation of coefficient of the AR model was 

determined by the Levinson-Durbin algorithm of order 13. 

The selection of this order can be verified by “arfit 

toolbox” [19]. This selection is a compromise, because the 

proper order may vary. This is caused by short interval 

length and by the natural diversity in heart rates [9]. 

The coefficients   1...
ai i p

  are used to estimate the 

power spectral density  P far  of the RR intervals, 

according to the following expression: 

 
2

2
2

1 ( )
1

P far
p j fi

ap i e
i








 


 
From the spectrum of RR series presented for each sleep 

stage, we selected the following characteristics to classify 

sleep stages: 

 TOTPWR: Total spectral power of all RR 

intervals up to 0.04 Hz. 

 VLF: Total spectral power of all RR intervals 

between 0.003 and 0.04Hz. 

 LF: Total spectral power of all RR intervals 

between 0.04 and 0.15Hz. It is considered a 

reflection of sympathetic activity.  

 HF: Total spectral power of all RR intervals 

between 0.15 and 0.4 Hz, and reflecting 

parasympathetic activity. 

 LF/HF: Ratio of low to high frequency power. It 

illustrates the predominance of sympathetic 

activity on parasympathetic activity. 

These spectral parameters are very significant for the 

separation of the sleep stages. Indeed, HF is considered to 

reflect the parasympathetic activity whereas, LF reflects 

sympathetic activity according to some researchers or both 

parasympathetic and sympathetic activity. Therefore, the 

LF/HF ratio can be used as an index of sympathetic to 

parasympathetic balanced [10]. 

2.3.2 Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) 

In this paper we present the DFA method for quantifying 

the correlation property in non-stationary time series. First, 

the RR interval time series is integrated [20]: 

   
1

k
y k RR i RR

i
 


    

1,...,k N  

Where RR is the average RR .Then, the integrated series 

 y k is divided into segments of equal length n. Within 

each segment, a least squares line is fitted into the data. 

Let  y kn denote these regression lines. Next the 

integrated series  y k is detrended by subtracting the local 

trend within each segment and the root-mean-square 

fluctuation of this integrated and detrended time series is 

calculated by [20]: 

      
1 2

1

N
F n y k y kn

kN
 


 

 F n Characterizes the fluctuations of the indefinite 

integral of the series  RR i , Corrected by her trend. 

 F n is computed for all time-scales n. Typically, 

 F n increases with n, the “box-size”. If  log F increases 

linearly with  log n , then the slope of the line 

relating  F n  and n in a log-log scale gives the scaling 

exponent, which can be used to discriminate between sleep 

stages [12]. The DFA needs a longer analyzed interval due 

to the logarithmic dependence of scaling exponent α. This 

scaling exponent is computed for several boxel size ranges 

n, but in our case the size of the analyzed interval of 30 

seconds does not permits fitting of the second independent 

scaling exponent, therefore 2 overlapping exponents were 

chosen[9]. The basic boxel size was set to 6 to remove 

degradation of scaling coefficient caused by detrending at 

small number of samples [9]. This effect is stronger for 

higher order of DFA. DFA of higher orders can be used to 

eliminate on the noise and to refine the results obtained 

from DFA-1. The DFA of higher orders has ability to 

eliminate effects of trends of lower orders [9]. The DFA 

measures consist of:  

 
1fast




 : is computed from the basic boxel size 

n = 6 to boxel size n = 16, DFA order is 1. 

 
1total




 : scaling coefficient computed from 

basic boxel size n = 6 to boxel size of the total 

number of samples in the analyzed interval, DFA 

order is 1. 

 
2fast




 : is computed from the basic boxel size 

n = 6 to boxel size n = 16, DFA order is 2. 

 
2total




: scaling coefficient computed from 

basic boxel size n = 6 to boxel size of the total 

number of samples in the analyzed interval, DFA 

order is 2. 

 

After the feature extraction step, each epoch of 30 s length 

will be represented in our database by 12 characteristics 

that we associate a label representing the stages of sleep. 

          (4) 

     (6)           (6) 

          (5) 
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2.4. The Classifiers 

Recently, extensive studies have been carried out on sleep 

stages classification algorithms using neural network. To 

improve practicality, many studies have focused on 

learning speed and the accuracy of neural networks [21]. 

However, algorithms based on neural networks still have 

some problems concerning practical application, such as 

slow learning speeds and unstable performance [21]. In 

this paper, the classification is performed using a recent 

neural network algorithm: the Extreme Learning Machine 

(ELM), which is able to overcome the difficulties of a 

neural network through a fast learning speed and high 

performance [21]. We make a comparative study of ELM 

algorithm, in terms of accuracy and learning time, using 

two classifiers back propagation neural network (BPNN) 

and support vector machine (SVM).  

2.4.1 Extreme Learning Machine 

The ELM is known to achieve good performance in 

complex problems as well as reduce the computation time 

compared with other machine learning algorithms [22]. 

The ELM was proposed for Single Hidden layer 

Feedforward Neural Networks (SLFNs).The information 

on this kind of neural network propagates directly from the 

input to output neurons through the hidden neurons. The 

architecture of this network organized in an input layer 

consisting of units representing the number of the extracted 

characteristic of the RR series, an output layer consisting 

on units representing the number of class. The connections 

in this architecture are established between neurons belong 

to successive layers and not between neurons in the same 

layer. The ELM with a single hidden layer can be 

summarized as follows [23]: 

Given a training set 

  , / , , 1,...,
n m

i i i i
x t x R t R i N     where ix  is a 

training sample and it is the corresponding target value, the 

activation function  g x and the number of hidden 

neurons N , perform the following steps. 

 Step1: Assign arbitrary input weight 
ijw  and bias ib . 

 Step2 : Calculate the output matrix at the hidden layer 

( . )H g w x b 
 

 Step 3 : Calculate the output weight   

†H T 
 

†H is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the 

matrix H . 

2.4.2 Back Propagation Neural Network 

BPNN is a learning algorithm for the multi-layer neural 

network. In this method, the error output of the network 

will be propagated back to the hidden layers where the 

name back propagation. The criterion function of the 

BPNN is expressed as Equation (9): 

   
2

1

1

2

N

K kk
j w t z


   

Where w , kt , and z  are the weight vector, the target 

vector, and the output vector, respectively.  BPNN is the 

representative gradient descent method for searching the 

weight vectors w, which are initialized with arbitrary value 

at the beginning, and then are adjusted according to the 

most rapid decrease of  J w . 

 

J
w

w



  
  

 

BPNN takes a long time to learn and has the risk of falling 

into a local minimum, because it solves the equation (10) 

iteratively until  J w  reaches the minimum [21]. 

2.4.3 Support Vector Machine 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning 

method used for classification and regression. The SVMs 

extends the applicability of linear classifier to non-linear 

separable data by using the kernel method [24]. Non-linear 

SVM is considered to solve a conditional optimization 

problem as Equation (11): 

   1
max , , 1, ..., .0 , 1

2

m mW y y K x x i mi i j i j i ji i j       
 

Under the following constraints: 

0, 0
1

m
y Ci i i

i
   


 

Where  ,K A B  is a kernel function of A  and B , i are 

called Lagrange multipliers. C  is a regularization 

parameter which is used to determine the tradeoff between 

margin maximization and training error minimization [25]. 

y  has 1 or -1 as target value. Thus, when using SVM 

there are two parameters to be decided,  ,K A B and C. In 

this paper, we used a radial basis function kernel, like 

Equation (13), which is adopted for all the experiments.  

 
2' 2

, exp / 2K A B x x   
 
  

 

For the implementation of this method, it is necessary to 

proceed iteratively, by creating a couple of values 

 and C .  In this work, we use the following couples  , C  

[26]:  

 

              (7) 

          (8) 

              (9) 

              (10) 

              (11) 

              (12) 

          (13) 

     (9) 

     (10) 

     (11) 

     (12) 

     (13) 
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     4 155
2 , 2 , ..., 2C


  
  

and 

   14 3( 15)
2 , 2 , ..., 2


  
  

 

3. Experimental Results 

The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated 
by all records of the MITBP database. We used 2 classes 
of sleep stage as shown in Table 1, where: Wake (W) is a 
period when no sleep stages can be classified. Sleep (S) 
period includes sleep stage 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or REM sleeps. 
The classification of sleep-wake stages was performed with 
two scenarios: subject- specific system and subject-
independent system.  A subject specific classification is 
trained by selecting epochs from 1/3 of the night’s sleep, 
remaining 2/3 of the night’s sleep was used to test the 
system [11]. A subject-independent classification was 
constructed using training epochs drawn from all subjects. 
For this reason, we construct the training set by 1/3 of the 
database and 2/3 for testing. The classification is 
performed with ELM, BPNN and SVM. The performance 
of these classifiers is compared on all records of the 
MITBP database. For ELM classifier the number of input 
neurons is fixed to 12, which the corresponding number of 
features extracted. The output is set at the number of 
classes that is equal to 2 to classify 'W /S'. The number of 
hidden neurons is the adjustable parameter affecting 
performance. The activation function chosen is the sigmoid 
function. BPNN is a learning algorithm for the multi-layer 
neural network, this performance are based on: the learning 
rate, the momentum, the number of training iterations and 
hidden neurons, and the number of hidden layers used.  In 
this paper, the BPNN are part of these parameters:  the 
number of hidden layer is equal to that in the ELM case as 
1, and the learning rate of 0.01, the momentum constant of 
0.4, iteration number 400, and the number of hidden 
neurons is the adjustable parameter. For the SVM, we used 
the LibSVM toolbox [29]. Thus using SVM, there are 
these parameters to be determined: the kernel parameter,  

and the constant of regularization C . In this paper, we use 

the following couples C ,   [21]:  

     4 155
2 , 2 , ..., 2C


  
  

 and 

   14 3( 15)
2 , 2 , ..., 2


  
  

 

 

The performance of these three classifiers is compared in 

terms of accuracy, and learning time [21]. The 

classification rate is based on the percentage of correct 

recognition rate classes’ sleep, it is calculated as follows:   

Classification rate = (number of feature vectors correctly 

classified / total number of attributes tested)*100. 

Table 2 shows a Comparison of network complexity of 

ELM, BPNN and SVM. For BPNN and ELM, the numbers 

of hidden nodes are gradually increased by an interval of 

5[21]. For the SVM classifier, it is necessary to proceed 

iteratively by creating a couple of values γ and C. Tables 3, 

4 and 5 show the classification rate by two methods, the 

heart rate variability (HRV) and the detrended fluctuation 

analysis (DFA), also shows the classification rate by 

combining these two methods. The comparison of the 

learning time of three classifiers for all subjects in MITBP 

database is shown in Fig. 4. Table 6, we present the total 

classification rate and the total learning times with subject-

independent system. 

 

Fig.4.Comparison of learning time of BPNN, SVM and ELM 

      Table 1: Training and Testing data in records of the MITBPD                           

                       
Record  

   

Total       
Training Data Testing Data 

           Wake  Sleep   Wake Sleep 

Slp01a 236            3       75 
        4       154 

Slp01b 
355           109     9        68       169 

Slp02a 
349            8       61       42                                   238 

Slp02b 
242            4       72        96       70 

Slp03 
701           29    204      104 364 

Slp04 
667           32    190        99 346 

Slp14 
685           25    203     274 183 

Slp16 
690           100  130     205 255 

Slp32 
625           117    91      262 155 

Slp37 
688           60    168       13 447 

Slp41 
765           69    135      147 414 
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Record  

   

Total       
Training Data Testing Data 

           Wake  Sleep   Wake Sleep 

Slp45 749            2        239 
     5 503 

Slp48 
750           93       157      120 380 

Slp59 
457           58         94      81 224 

Slp60 
680          102      128           175 275 

Slp61 
716           71       166     49 430 

Slp66 
434           41       104      130 159 

Slp67x 
153           35       16     37 65 

Total 
9942      958       2242     1911    4831 

   Table 2:  Network Complexity of BPNN, SVM and ELM with the best 

accuracy 

Record  
BPNN                SVM                           ELM  

# nodes              ( , )C    # nodes 

 
Slp01a 5                 

   
 

5 1
2 , 2
 

  
 

 50 
Slp01b 

5                
   

 
3 6

2 , 2
 

 
 

 50 

Slp02a 

10              
   

 
5 12

2 , 2
 

 
 

 100 

Slp02b 

15              
   

 
4 13

2 , 2
 

 
 

 150 

Slp03 

5                
   

 
5 4

2 , 2
 

 
 

 50 

Slp04 

20                
   

 
5 2

2 , 2


 
 

 200 

Slp14 

15                
   

 
5 1

2 , 2
 

               
 

 150 

 Slp 16 

15                
   

 
4 6

2 , 2
 

 
 

 150 

Slp32 

20                
   

 
3 1

2 , 2
 

 
 

 200 

Slp37 

30              
   

 
3 10

2 , 2
 

 
 

 50 

Slp41 

35                
   

 
5 2

2 , 2


 
 

 50 

Slp45 

20                
   

 
5 1

2 , 2
 

 
 

 50 

Slp48 

10                
   

 
5 2

2 , 2


 
 

 50 

Slp59 

15              
   

 
3 10

2 , 2
 

  
 

 150 

Slp60 

15               
   

 
5 4

2 , 2
 

 
 

 150 

Slp61 

5               
   

 
3 10

2 , 2
 

 
 

 100 

Slp66 

20               
   

 
5 4

2 , 2
 

 
 

 200 

Slp67x 

15                
   

 
5 1

2 , 2
 

 
 

 150 

 

 

Table 3: Results using ELM Algorithm for Subject-Specific System 

Record  

Classification Rate (%) 

HRV                        DFA             HRV+DFA 

Slp01a 97.84                      95.47  97.08 

Slp01b 62.48                      59.16  64.67 

Slp02a 86.44                      79.77  88.77 

Slp02b 79.59                      76.87  81.99 

Slp03 82.19                      80.56  84.66 

Slp04 77.28                      76.03  78.75 

Slp14 57.55                      57.48  60.92 

 Slp 16 60.04                      58.55  61.13 

Slp32 81.24                       78.3  83.55 

Slp37 83.66                      79.77  84.33 

Slp41 70.12                      67.16  71.88 

Slp45 95.02                      90.34  97.45 

Slp48 80.33                      77.45  82.82 

Slp59 64.76                      60.22  68.22 

Slp60 79.33                      76.88  80.01 

Slp61 81.12                      79.02  84.36 

Slp66 73.2                       70.55  76.14 

Slp67x 61.12                      59.11  63.23 

Average 76.29                      73.48  78.33 

Table 4: Results using BPNN Algorithm for Subject-Specific System     

Record  
Classification Rate (%) 

HRV                      DFA             HRV+DFA 

Slp01a  95.43                     94.44  96.89 

Slp01b 53.88                      50.56  59.33 

Slp02a 83.55                      79.12  85.99 

Slp02b 77.88                      75.88  79.99 

Slp03 80.98                      78.55  82.16 

Slp04 82.22                      80.66  84.88 

Slp14 51.56                      49.76  60.09 

 Slp 16 58.88                      56.57  60.44 

Slp32 80.56                      79.13  82.77 

Slp37 81.11                      78.17  83.34 

Slp41 66.01                      63.45  68.87 

Slp45 94.98                      90.46  95.99 

Slp48 78.44                      77.99  79.88 

Slp59 64.66                      60.45  65.99 

Slp60 74.88                      70.65  79.55 

Slp61 76.88                      73.09  79.87 

Slp66 73.12                      70.17  77.33 
Slp67x 53.73                      50.19  58.23 
Average 73.81                      71.07  76.74 
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Table 5: Results using SVM Algorithm for Subject-Specific System          

Record  

                      Classification Rate (%) 

HRV                       DFA             HRV+DFA 

Slp01a 94.66                      91.01  96.15 

Slp01b 55.43                      49.67  60.66 

Slp02a 86.29                      81.22  88.99 

Slp02b 78.44                      70.19  80.11 

Slp03 81.33                      80.03  83.55 

Slp04 76.11                      72.34  77.59 

Slp14 58.66                      56.23  61.96 

 Slp 16 68.13                      67.88  70.82 

Slp32 79.66                      78.15  81.29 

Slp37 82.47                      80.11  84.66 

Slp41 66.73                      65.7  69.44 

Slp45 95.33                      93.55  97.55 

Slp48 79.42                      78.22  80.82 

Slp59 67.55                      65.99  69.66 

Slp60 78.99                      71.44  80.84 

Slp61 81.55                      80.42  82.77 

Slp66 78.02                      77.97  79.29 

Slp67x 59.88                      57.68  60.01 

Average 76.03                      73.21  78.12 

         Table 6: Results using ELM, BPNN and SVM algorithm for 

subject-independent system     

 
      Classification rate (%)                  Learning time(s) 

 HRV      DFA        HRV+DFA                             

ELM  68.19     66.33           70.78  0.1334 

BPNN  65.99     60.75            68.74  1.8845  

SVM  68.22     65.88            70.15   0.6056  

 

4. Discussion 

Sleep stages classification using RR series derived from 

the ECG signal was developed. A set of features were 

extracted from RR series according two methods i.e., HRV 

and DFA. We estimated the performance of these features 

using three different learning techniques, i.e., ELM, BPNN 

and SVM. This operation had two goals. First, find the best 

method of features, extracted from the ECG signal, for 

sleep–wake stages classification. Second, establish the best 

methods of classification. The methods used in this paper 

showed good results as it is presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5. 

These results indicate that the capability to differentiate 

sleep/wake by the HRV features perform better than DFA 

features. 

However, we should remember that the best classification 

results are obtained when combining the two methods. In 

this paper, we used the same HRV features used by other 

research, But for the  DFA  features we all extracted from 

a window of 30 s length, we did not work on windows 

superior in 30secondes.  Reference [12] Show that the 

sleep stages scoring using parameters derived from the 

DFA is better than it is using spectral parameters of the 

HRV. Actually, [12] compare temporal HRV combined by 

DFA with the spectral HRV, which explain their results. 

On the other hand, we introduced in this paper a 

comparison between three classifiers, i.e., ELM, BPNN 

and SVM. We conclude that the performance of the ELM 

algorithm showed the best performance, the rate of 

classification with SVM was slightly lower, but the BPNN 

algorithm were low compared to our proposed algorithm. 

This is in conformity with results of [21]. ELM algorithm 

also has advantages in terms of learning time as it is 

presented in Figure 4. The learning time of the ELM 

algorithm was shorter of BPNN and SVM based algorithm. 

We also conclude, in terms of complexity, that ELM needs 

more hidden nodes than BP [30].   

These approaches are tested on classification of two types 

of data; the subject-specific and the subject independent.  

The performance of the classifier on the subject 

independent task was poor, compared to specific 

classification, this is logical since similarities exist in 

records of the same person. Subject-independant scheme 

gives less good results because of big differences between 

persons' data. This is confirmed by [11]. Table 6 shows 

that the classification rate for subject-independent system 

is better by combining the two types of features. 

In addition, the results showed that excellent classification 

efficiency was obtained for some records: slp01a, slp02a, 

slp37, and slp45. The results are quite good for some 

records: Slp02b, Slp03, Slp32, Slp48, Slp60, and Slp61. 

Finally, the results show moderately low performance for 

records: Slp01b, Slp04, Slp14, Slp16, Slp41, Slp59, Slp66, 

and Slp67x. This is confirmed by [13]. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, we studied the feasibility of sleep-wake 

classification using only the electrocardiogram signal. The 

features extraction is realized using HRV and DFA 

methods. We made a comparison between the linear 

(HRV) and nonlinear (DFA) features. We evaluated the 

performance of these features using three different 
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classifiers: ELM, BPNN and SVM. The results show that 

good results can be obtained to classify Wake-Sleep stages 

by combining these two features (DFA+HRV). We 

conclude that the ECG signal contains information related 

to Wake-Sleep stages, but we try in other works to separate 

the various stages in the sleep class (stage 1, stage 2, stage 

3 and stage 4). This result can be improved if we use other 

signals as EEG signal or if the number of features is 

increased.  
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